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Tossups 

 

1. This poet claims, “My world became more beautiful / Since the day you took me to you,” in a poem that 

opens, “The very earth will disown you / If your soul barter my soul.” This poet inspired the children’s fable 

The Elephant and His Secret, which was written by this poet’s lover and translator, Doris Dana. A poem by 

this writer promises to “leave singing my beautiful vengeance” and insists, “we must dream on the same 

pillow.” The declaration (*) “You shall love beauty” opens this writer’s poem “Decalogue of the Artist.” This poet 

wrote, “From the cold niche where they put you / I will lower you to the humble and sunny ground” to mourn the 

suicide of her lover, Romelio Ureta, and chronicled the loss of her mother in her collection Tala. For 10 points, 

name this Chilean poet of Sonnets of Death. 

ANSWER: Gabriela Mistral [or Lucila Godoy Alcayaga] 

<WG, World Literature> 

 

2. In 2019, the Sadler lab applied this stimulus to an iridium-albumin complex to kill cancer cells in a novel 

type of PDT. The Möglich lab created a system for studying gene expression by exploiting the sensitivity to 

this stimulus exhibited by the LOV (“Love”) domain A related system that uses members of the ChR family 

that respond to this stimulus was pioneered by Hegemann and Deisseroth. Cells are characterized by 

applying this stimulus to a narrow fluidic channel in (*) flow cytometry. Devices that produce this stimulus are 

often attached to endoscopes to target internal organs or used to make surface incisions. A high energy form of this 

stimulus is used to shape the cornea in LASIK surgery. For 10 points, name this stimulus used to activate cells in 

optogenetics that is produced by lasers. 

ANSWER: light [or photons; accept any type of light, e.g. red light] 

<MP, Biology> 

 

3. In this country, the mulga species of acacia trees dominates numerous xeric shrublands. The winds off this 

country’s Tanami Desert created a distinctive series of beehive-shaped stone towers in the Bungle Bungle 

Range. The Three Sisters are a rock formation in a mountain range in this country named for the bluish haze 

likely caused by Mie scattering. This country’s almost-treeless (*) Nullarbor Plain borders its namesake “Great 

Bight” on its southern coast. A sandstone inselberg in this country is often paired with the nearby Kata Tjuta. One of 

the world’s few Mediterranean climates is located around the Swan River on this country’s west coast. The Great 

Dividing Range is located in, for 10 points, what country whose Northern Territory contains Uluru? 

ANSWER: Australia [or Commonwealth of Australia; accept Great Australian Bight] (The mountain range is the 

Blue Mountains.) 

<JI, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

4. An exposed storeroom in these people’s capital contains a cubic, three-foot-tall “green stone,” perhaps 

made of serpentinite. A ruler of these people married a priestess of a neighboring region’s chief goddess, 

according to a text called his “Apology.” These people probably enforced justice at an assembly for “all the 

people” called pankus. It’s not Assyria, but a ruler of these people took the city of (*) Washukanni and made his 

son-in-law ruler of their client-state Mitanni. That ruler of these people was Suppilu·liuma I. Clay tablets from these 

people’s capital record the earliest surviving peace treaty, which was signed after their forces fought along the 

Orontes River against Ramses II’s forces at Kadesh. For 10 points, name these Anatolian people whose empire was 

based in Ḫattuša (“hah-too-SHAH”). 

ANSWER: Hittites [or Hittite people; or Hittite Empire] 



<MK, Other History> 

 

5. The founder of a religion in this country was sent to a psychiatric hospital, where he converted his doctor. 

In the 19th century, Catholics in this country had their faces branded with words meaning “bad” or “false 

religion.” An indigenous religion in this country involves the worship of the Lady of the Realm, as well as the 

Four Immortals. Another religion from this country has a full name that references the “third age” and two 

(*) governing bodies: a Legislative Body led by the Protector of Laws and Justice, and an Executive Body led by a 

Pope. For 10 points, name this country in Southeast Asia, the origin of Hòa Hảo (“hwa how”) and Cao Đài (“cow 

die”),and the monk Thích Nhất Hạnh. 
ANSWER: Vietnam [or Socialist Republic of Vietnam; or Cộng hòa Xã hội chủ nghĩa Việt Nam] 

<AD, Religion> 

 

6. This functional group studs the arms of acyclic molecules called podands. Solvents with this group are used 

under nitrogen industrially to avoid the accumulation of an explosive fraction from exposure to oxygen. The 

smallest aromatic molecule with this group can form a common polar aprotic solvent after 

tetrahydrogenation (“tetra-hy-DROJ-en-ation”). Cyclic (*) oligomers of this functional group are named for the 

structure they take when forming complexes with small cations and can be used as phase transfer catalysts for alkali 

metals. Nucleophilic substitution of a halide with an alkoxide (“al-KOX-ide”) produces this functional group in the 

Williamson synthesis. For 10 points, name this functional group of a carbon flanked by two R groups, as in its 

diethyl variety. 

ANSWER: ethers [accept crown ethers; accept epoxides, accept diethyl ether; prompt on tetrahydrofurans] 

<JZ, Chemistry> 

 

7. This action partly titles a book that discusses the “trans-species pidgins” used by the Runa people of 

Ecuador as part of an “anthropology beyond the human.” A Claude Lévi-Strauss aphorism claims that 

totemic animals are chosen because they are good for this action, not “good to eat.” A 2013 Eduardo Kohn 

book arguing that forests perform this action shares its title format with a book written in response to 

Gananath Obeyesekere’s (“oh-buh-yuh-SAY-kuh-ray’s”) The Apotheosis of Captain Cook. Parodying Lucien 

Lévy-Bruhl, (*) Marshall Sahlins titled a book for how “natives,” in quotes, perform this action. This process is 

called “magical” when it draws causal connections between unrelated events. For 10 points, language affects what 

general process according to the Sapir–Whorf hypothesis? 

ANSWER: thinking [or thought; accept consciousness or perception or word forms; accept magical thinking; 

accept How Forests Think or How “Natives” Think] 

<JB, Social Science> 

 

8. The narrator of this novel claims that an “enlightened gourmand” who eats foie gras (“fwah grah”) will 

receive harsher divine judgment than one who “salted down a lean missionary…against a coming famine.” In 

this novel, the overcooking of a steak leads to a cook delivering a sermon to a mob of “cussed fellow-critters.” 

The narrator of this novel dines at Hosea Hussey’s Try Pots with a man who is described as “George 

Washington cannibalistically developed” after it is recommended by (*) Peter Coffin, the owner of the Spouter 

Inn. A character in this novel has a predilection for rare beefsteaks that is attributed to his home island of Rokovoko. 

The narrator dines with Queequeg in, for 10 points, what novel in which Captain Ahab’s leg serves as a meal for the 

title white whale? 

ANSWER: Moby-Dick [or Moby-Dick; or The Whale] 

<WW, American Literature> 

 

9. Thayer Scudder’s 2005 book on these places describes the plight of over 57,000 displaced Gwembe Tonga 

people. The American company VALCO financed the creation of one of these places, which was completed by 

the prolific Italian firm Impregilo. RENAMO guerrillas repeatedly sabotaged infrastructure associated with 



one of these places that was built by the Portuguese colonial regime at Cahora Bassa. A 1955 (*) arms deal 

with Czechoslovakia prompted the US to withdraw financial support for one of these places, which was 

subsequently built with Soviet aid. The largest examples of these places in Africa include Ghana’s Akosombo and 

Ethiopia’s “Grand Renaissance.” For 10 points, name these pieces of infrastructure that include a “high” one at 

Aswan. 

ANSWER: hydroelectric dams [accept Aswan High Dam or Grand Renaissance Dam or Akosombo Dam; prompt 

on engineering projects, prompt on artificial lake or reservoir by asking “what type of place led to its creation?”] 

<CS, World History> 

 

10. This dancer’s childhood career was threatened by a highly publicized custody controversy in which her 

mother tried to pull her from Cynthia Bradley’s ballet school. This dancer, who starred in a revival of Marius 

Petipa’s Harlequinade alongside Calvin Royal III, gained early praise for her performances in Twyla Tharp 

works such as Sinatra Suite and Baker’s Dozen. A tibia injury nearly ended this dancer’s career during her 

breakthrough performance in Alexei (*) Ratmansky’s production of The Firebird. This dancer toured extensively 

with Prince, who helped fund her documentary A Ballerina’s Tale. For 10 points, name this ballerina who, in 2015, 

became the first African-American woman to be promoted to principal dancer for the American Ballet Theatre. 

ANSWER: Misty Copeland [or Misty Danielle Copeland] 

<WJ, Other Arts> 

 

11. This person’s actions are described using three authorial voices in a 1990 Kirkpatrick Sale book that calls 

him a pathological liar. This person laid out the imperatives of choosing a Last World Emperor and finding 

the Garden of Eden in his Book of Prophecies. Washington Irving’s fictional biography of this person 

perpetuated a myth that one of his theories defied Catholic doctrine. A process (*) named for this person was 

introduced in a 1972 book by Alfred W. Crosby whose broad theses were later extended by a pair of Charles C. 

Mann books. This person believed that the Earth was pear-shaped and miscalculated its circumference in an appeal 

for funds from the “Catholic monarchs.” For 10 points, what person’s namesake “exchange” followed in the wake of 

his 1492 voyage? 

ANSWER: Christopher Columbus [or Cristobál Colón or Cristoforo Colombo; accept the Columbian Exchange] 

<CS, European History> 

 

12. This is the most common name for the theory referred to as “isolationism” in Mary Midgley’s “On Trying 

Out One’s New Sword.” An anecdote about a Callatian embassy at Darius’s court opens a chapter on the 

“Challenge of” this position in a textbook by James Rachels. Plato was the first to argue that this theory is 

self-refuting, doing so in response to a thinker from Abdera who argued for it in the lost treatise Truth. (*) 

Allan Bloom’s The Closing of the American Mind claims that this theory has made “openness” the only virtue at 

universities. The first statement of this position is said to be Protagoras’s thesis that “man is the measure of all 

things.” For 10 points, anthropologists espouse the “cultural” form of what theory, whose “moral” form holds that 

there are no objective ethical truths? 

ANSWER: relativism [or word forms, such as relativity; accept specific types such as cultural, moral, or value 

relativism] 

<JB, Philosophy> 

 

13. This organization’s leader George Washington Doane founded a building in Newark where Samuel Ward 

composed “America the Beautiful.” The eighth head of this organization was a Vermont Gothic Revivalist 

who cited the “curse of Ham” in an 1861 defense of slavery, named John Henry Hopkins. Digby Baltzell cited 

an academy affiliated with this organization in Merion, Pennsylvania to examine its gradual homogenization 

of elites he called (*) WASPs. James Monroe attended this church’s services in Lafayette Square at St. John’s 

“Church of the Presidents.” The Loyalist Samuel Seabury, this church’s second Presiding Bishop, favored “high 



church” rituals and adopted Scottish changes to the Book of Common Prayer. For 10 points, in 1785, what American 

church broke from the Church of England? 

ANSWER: Episcopal Church [or Episcopalians; or TEC; or Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of 

America or PECUSA; prompt on Anglican Communion or Anglicanism by asking “what specific member church?”; 

prompt on Protestant Church or mainline Protestantism or Anglo-Catholicism by asking “what denomination?”; 

reject “Church of England” or “Catholicism” or “Anglican Church in North America”] 

<NJ, American History> 

 

14. Description acceptable. A 2013 Kuhlen and Brennan paper outlines the hazards of using these people, such 

as the “know-it-all” concern. These people giggled, threw paper airplanes, and built towers out of folders 

while talking to members of the “epinephrine-misinformed” group in the “Suproxin” study. In a bystander 

effect study by Latane and Darley, two of these people filled out surveys without reacting to smoke filling a 

room. All but one of a group of (*) students had this role in each trial of a 1951 experiment that centered on pairs 

of large white cards. In another study, “learners” in this experimental role pounded on a wall before no longer 

responding. For 10 points, name or describe this role of people who, in the Asch and Milgram experiments, were 

actually in the employ of the researchers. 

ANSWER: confederates [accept fake participants, fake subjects, accomplices, actors, plants, or stooges; accept 

descriptions of participants in psychology experiments working with or working for the researchers; prompt on 

participants or subjects in psychology experiments; prompt on college students; prompt on research assistants; 

prompt on researchers] 

<EK, Social Science> 

 

15. UCAR is developing AI that focuses this task on “windows of opportunity” in the S2S range. The IBM-

developed GRAF is one of several privately-developed systems for this task that rely on freely provided 

government data. After 384 time steps this task devolves into broad classification based on knowledge of 

teleconnections like the NAO. Models for this task like “the European” developed by ECMWF and the GFS 

are combined by human input. This task produces four-panel progs of the NAM four times a (*) day that are 

animated to show evolution. Ensemble data for this task is gathered by sondes (“SAWNDS”) on balloons and 

charted as a “cone of uncertainty” showing the potential path of a mesocyclone. For 10 points, name this task which 

meteorologists perform to determine future precipitation. 

ANSWER: weather forecasting [or numerical weather prediction; accept forecasters, forecasts, nowcasts, or 

storm-tracking; prompt on NWP, climatology, atmospheric modeling, or] (IBM acquired The Weather Company in 

2016) 

<KW, Other Science> 

 

16. A painting from this country depicts two groups of four women preparing fabric next to another who 

crouches and fans a flame. The art collection of a ruler of this country was recorded in a 20-chapter catalogue 

of paintings with biographies of over 230 artists. A landscape from this country depicts tiny houses and 

bridges nestled among vivid blue and green mountains in this country’s “mountain-water” style. In a work 

from this country, a crowd is shown yelling at a (*) boat to lower its sail before it crashes into the Rainbow 

Bridge. That work depicts a bustling city during the title festival and was painted on a five-meter-long scroll. For 10 

points, name this country where Along the River during the Qīngmíng Festival was painted by Zhāng Zéduān (“jong 

dzuh-DWAHN”). 

ANSWER: China [or Zhōngguó; accept the Sòng dynasty or Sòng China] (The first painting is Court Ladies 

Preparing Newly Woven Silk, reproduced from Zhāng Xuān’s original by Emperor Huīzōng of Sòng; the catalogue 

is the Xuānhé Catalogue of Paintings. The landscape is A Thousand Li of Rivers and Mountains by Wáng Xīmèng.) 

<SL, Visual Arts> 

 



17. After a man claims that “all of the country is” this location and that “the land is great and beautiful,” he 

asks a woman if she hears her ancestors’ voices in this location. A character claims “the only thing 

remarkable about [this place] is that it’s very big,” to which a man adds that it’s mentioned in the 

encyclopedia. This place’s downfall is foreshadowed by people mistaking the “dying, sad sound” of “a broken 

string” for a bucket falling or the sound of birds. This location titles a play in which a man praises a (*) 

hundred-year-old bookcase and the servant Firs lies down to die. That play ends with the sound of axes chopping 

down trees in this place on the orders of the merchant Lopakhin. For 10 points, name this location that titles a play 

about Madame Ranevskaya’s estate, written by Anton Chekhov. 

ANSWER: the cherry orchard [accept Vishnyovyi sad; prompt on orchard; prompt on the estate from The Cherry 

Orchard or the house from The Cherry Orchard with “which part?”; prompt on Madame Ranevskaya’s estate until 

read] 

<CM, European Literature> 

 

18. In 2019, a composer with this last name became the first Black woman to have her work commissioned by 

the Philadelphia Orchestra, with her reorchestration of her 2001 “anthem of unity” Umoja. That composer 

founded the Grammy-nominated Imani Winds quintet, which toured with a saxophonist with this last name 

who founded the “M-Base Collective” of young Black artists. An album by a musician with this last name 

features a “double-quartet format,” with two rhythm sections each playing separately in the left and right (*) 

stereo channels, exemplifying the theory of “Harmolodics.” Don Cherry played pocket trumpet on that album, Free 

Jazz, which, along with The Shape of Jazz to Come, is a landmark album by an artist with, for 10 points, what last 

name and the first name Ornette? 

ANSWER: Coleman [accept Ornette Coleman or Randolph Denard Ornette Coleman; accept Valerie Coleman; 

accept Steve Coleman] 

<WJ, Auditory Arts> 

 

19. In a novel by this author, a character writes a play in which a gramophone repeats the phrase “dispersed 

are we.” In another novel by this author, the title character is haunted by the futile pursuit of a wild goose 

symbolizing literary genius. This author created a character who is “excruciated” by the rector Mr. 

Streatfield’s misinterpretation of her play, which is staged in the garden of Bartholomew Oliver. The 

protagonist of a novel by this author (*) burns fifty-seven manuscripts after reading Nicholas Greene’s satirical 

“Visit to a Nobleman in the Country,” sparing only the draft of “The Oak Tree.” This author created a painter who 

tries to capture the landscape of the Ramsay family’s summer home named Lily Briscoe. For 10 points, name this 

author of Between the Acts, Orlando, and To the Lighthouse. 

ANSWER: Virginia Woolf [or Adeline Virginia Woolf or Adeline Virginia Stephen] 

<WW, British Literature> 

 

20. A relation formulated by this scientist inspired Weyl to develop the Weyl algebra. The basis elements of 

the Lie algebra on a group named for this scientist model the canonical commutation relation. An equation of 

motion named after this scientist states that the commutator of an operator with the Hamiltonian equals i h-

bar times its time derivative. That equation is fundamental to this scientist’s namesake (*) picture of quantum 

mechanics, in which only operators contain time dependence. This scientist’s most famous result mathematically 

states that sigma sub p times sigma sub x is greater than or equal to h-bar over two. For 10 points, name this scientist 

who restricted the precision to which position and momentum can be simultaneously known in his namesake 

uncertainty principle. 

ANSWER: Werner Heisenberg [accept Heisenberg uncertainty principle or Heisenberg group or Heisenberg 

picture or Heisenberg equation of motion] 

<KY, Physics> 

 

  



Bonuses 

 

1. These parasites are the stuff of nightmares. For 10 points each:  

[10m] In humans, this parasite can cause encephalitis and is implicated in certain neuropsychiatric disorders, such as 

schizophrenia. This parasite is more famous for causing rodents to completely lose their fear of cats. 

ANSWER: Toxoplasma gondii [or Toxoplasma gondii; accept toxoplasmosis] 

[10e] Another terrifying parasite is the Loa loa roundworm, whose common name reflects its preferential infection 

of the conjunctiva of this organ. This infection can be diagnosed by watching it swim across this organ’s sclera. 

ANSWER: eyes 

[10h] The medical symbol of the rod of Asclepius may have been inspired by the treatment of wrapping this parasite 

around a stick to remove it. Aggressive efforts to prevent infections by this parasite has brought its caseload down 

from the millions in the 1980s to 14 new cases in 2021. 

ANSWER: guinea worm [or Dracunculus medinensis; accept dracunculiasis] 

<MP, Biology> 

 

2. In a crane shot from a movie set in this country, the camera lifts out of a funeral procession and passes through a 

factory several floors above the street. For 10 points each: 

[10m] A 1964 film by Mikhail Kalatozov is titled “I Am” what country? Wim Wenders directed a film in which Ry 

Cooder collaborates with a “social club” of musicians from this country. 

ANSWER: Cuba [or Republic of Cuba or República de Cuba; accept Soy Cuba or I Am Cuba] 

[10e] Buena Vista Social Club and a 2004 “making-of” movie about I Am Cuba titled Siberian Mammoth are 

examples of this veristic film genre. 

ANSWER: documentary film [or documentaries] 

[10h] The crane shots in Venezuelan director Margot Benaceraff’s documentary Araya depict giant pyramids of this 

color. This is the second color in the English title of a film by Glauber Rocha, who was influenced by Araya. 

ANSWER: white [accept Black God, White Devil] (Araya is about salt production.) 

<JB, Other Arts> 

 

3. A poem addressed to one of these people claims that his “gowns,” “shoes,” and “beds of Roses” will “soon 

wither, soon forgotten: / In folly ripe, in reason rotten.” For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this profession often held by the narrators of pastoral poetry. A “passionate” speaker of this occupation 

pleads, “Come live with me and be my love,” in a Christopher Marlowe poem. 

ANSWER: shepherd [or sheep herder; accept “The Passionate Shepherd to His Love”; prompt on herder or 

animal husbandry] 

[10m] William Carlos William wrote “the country will bring us no peace” in a poem titled “[this author] Was 

Right,” which references this author’s response to Marlowe, titled “The Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd.”  

ANSWER: Sir Walter Raleigh [or variants like Walter Rawley or Walter Ralagh; accept “Raleigh Was Right”] 

[10h] This other response to Marlowe's poem envisions “crystal brooks, / With silken lines, and silver hooks.” The 

speaker of this fish-themed pastoral tells their lover that “Each fish ... will amorously to thee swim.” 

ANSWER: “The Bait” (by John Donne) 

<AK, British Literature> 

 

4. As in Vajrayana Buddhism, the word terma refers to written or oral “hidden teachings” in this religion. For 10 

points each: 

[10h] Name this religion, whose legendary founder, Tonpa Shenrab, is the subject of terma that were discovered by 

visionaries known as tertön. 

ANSWER: Bön [or Bönpo] 

[10e] Indigenous religions of this mountain range include Bön and Donyi-Polo. This range forms the southern 

border of Tibet.  



ANSWER: Himalayas 

[10m] The Gelugpa school of Tibetan Buddhism is sometimes named for a “Yellow” object of this type, while the 

Nyingma, Sakya, and Kagyu are known for red objects of this type.  

ANSWER: hats [or turbans; accept Yellow Hat school or Red Hat school] 

<AK, Religion> 

 

5. The speaker of a poem considers a “vast similitude” that “interlocks all” things, “and shall forever span them and 

compactly hold and enclose them” while in one of these places. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name these places that a poet described “At Night” and “At Night Alone” in a pair of poems. That poet heard 

“the low and delicious word death” at one of these places in “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking.” 

ANSWER: beaches [or seashores; accept the sea or the ocean] 

[10e] This American poet wrote those poems set on the beach, which were included in the “Sea Drift” section of this 

poet’s collection Leaves of Grass. 

ANSWER: Walt Whitman [or Walter Whitman] 

[10h] In this poem about a walk along a New Jersey beach, A. R. Ammons wrote of “enjoying the freedom that / 

Scope eludes my grasp, that there is no finality of vision.” Ammons declared that he would not “run to that easy 

victory” of “narrow orders” and “limited tightness” in this poem. 

ANSWER: “Corsons Inlet” 

<AFa, American Literature> 

 

6. The Saugeen complex’s Donaldson site evinces the vast copper and bone trade networks of this interaction 

sphere, whose local variants possibly included the Havana culture and the Crab Orchard focus. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this broad Middle Woodland culture that thrived on goosefoot and marsh elder. A mica effigy hand 

was found near some of this ancient culture’s Ohio mounds, which include the post-Adena Newark Earthworks. 

ANSWER: Hopewell tradition [or Hopewell culture or Hopewellian people; accept Havana Hopewell; accept 

Hopewell Culture National Historic Park; prompt on Eastern Woodlands] 

[10e] The experimental archeologist Don Crabtree recreated Hopewellian techniques for flintknapping obsidian 

flakes into these objects that define the Clovis culture. These multipurpose hunting tools were often hafted to shafts. 

ANSWER: projectile points [accept arrowheads or arrow tips; accept spearheads or spear tips; accept Clovis 

points; prompt on spear or arrow by asking “what specific part of the weapon?”; prompt on stone tools] 

[10h] This people’s homeland names a Mississippian settlement in Wisconsin whose inhabitants fished with weirs 

and arrowheads. This people erroneously names a Sinagua “castle” and some “ruins” on the Trail of the Ancients. 

ANSWER: Aztecs [or Mexica; accept Nahuas; accept Aztlán or Aztalan State Park; accept Aztec Ruins National 

Monument; accept Montezuma Castle National Monument; prompt on Mexicans or mexicanos] 

<AL, American History> 

 

7. Paintings by the Dutch Golden Age painter Clara Peeters often feature tiny examples of these works hidden on 

pewter flagons. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this type of work exemplified by a Judith Leyster painting that also includes a depiction of a laughing 

fiddler. One of these works by Artemisia Gentelschi doubles as an “Allegory of Painting.” 

ANSWER: self-portraits [prompt on portraits; prompt on reflections] 

[10e] Peeters’s self-portraits appear in her works in this genre, which often featured flowers, fruit, nuts, and sweets. 

Works in this genre depict inanimate objects.  

ANSWER: still lifes 

[10h] In a Peeters painting, one of these animals eats grapes behind a pile of colorful dead birds. David Teniers often 

painted these animals doing human activities like banqueting and sculpting, and a tiny Pieter Bruegel canvas depicts 

two of them chained on a windowsill. 

ANSWER: monkeys [or simians; or aapjes; accept singes or singerie; prompt on primates] 

<JB, Visual Arts> 



 

8. Lewis Mumford argues that this man’s urban renewal projects were not for the good of the city, but instead made 

it easier to crush popular uprisings. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this baron, whom Napoleon III appointed Prefect of the Seine, with his main task to fully renovate 

Paris. He bulldozed buildings in the historic center to build large boulevards, including one named for him.  

ANSWER: Georges-Eugène Haussmann [or Baron Haussmann, accept Boulevard Haussmann] 

[10m] Mumford’s argument is based on the fact that the widening of the streets made constructing these objects 

harder. During the 16th century, the Duke of Guise led a pro-Catholic uprising in Paris named for these objects. 

ANSWER: barricades [accept Day of the Barricades, accept barriers] 

[10h] Haussmann’s first project was reconstructing this major street, which he extended from the Louvre to Rue 

Saint-Antoine. He used this street’s reconstruction as a model for building all of his other boulevards.  

ANSWER: Rue de Rivoli 

<JI, European History> 

 

9. This process dominates in low-mass stars, while radiation takes over in larger ones. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this mode of heat transfer that involves the movement of fluid. 

ANSWER: convection [accept convecting] 

[10m] Convection occurs if the gradient of this name is shallow, indicating that rising parcels of stellar material 

cooled slower than their surroundings. An index of this name is symbolized gamma and is a ratio of specific heats. 

ANSWER: adiabatic [or adiabat; accept adiabatic temperature gradient or adiabatic index] 

[10h] The adiabatic index can be expressed in terms of the polytropic index, which characterizes solutions to this 

equation. This equation assumes Newtonian gravity because it was devised in 1870 and describes stars as self-

gravitating spheres of fluid whose density is independent of their temperature. 

ANSWER: Lane–Emden equation 

<IC, Other Science> 

 

10. An essay on anorexia as a “crystallization of culture” credits this philosopher and René Descartes with 

developing the idea that the “body is the enemy.” For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this philosopher and saint who anticipated Descartes’s cogito argument by writing “if I am mistaken, I 

exist” in his treatise The City of God. 

ANSWER: Augustine of Hippo [or Saint Augustine] 

[10h] That essay on anorexia is by a thinker with this first name and the surname Bordo. Descartes’s “asymmetric” 

conception of human freedom resembles that of a philosopher with this first name who wrote “Moral Saints.” 

ANSWER: Susan [accept Susan Bordo or Susan Wolf] 

[10m] According to Susan Bordo, Descartes’s “masculinization of thought” cast the earth as “inert” matter with this 

property. Descartes contrasted “thinking things” with things that have this property of taking up physical space. 

ANSWER: extension [or res extensa; or word forms of being extended; prompt on materiality] 

<JB, Philosophy> 

 

11. Defects in the pre-squalene steps of this molecule’s synthesis can cause mevalonic aciduria. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this lipid whose four fused rings form the background of all steroid hormones. 

ANSWER: cholesterol 

[10m] The rate-limiting step of cholesterol synthesis is the reduction of this molecule to mevalonate, making that 

step the target of all statin drugs. 

ANSWER: HMG-CoA [or 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl-coenzyme A; accept HMG-CoA reductase] 

[10h] The condensation of DMAPP and IPP eventually produces farnesyl (“far-nes-EEL”) and geranylgeranyl (“jer-

AN-eel-jer-AN-eel”), which are added to proteins by this post-translational modification. This irreversible 

modification is responsible for anchoring Ras to the membrane and plays a role in progerias. 

ANSWER: prenylation [or prenylated] 



<MP, Chemistry> 

 

12. In a 1919 essay on the “Structure of” this story, Boris Eikhenbaum characterizes its dialogue as “language in 

which puppets might talk.” For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this story in which an “important personage” prone to verbal repetition propounds a system of 

“Strictness, strictness, and always strictness!” and rejects a clerk’s appeal for aid. 

ANSWER: “The Overcoat” [or “The Cloak”; or “Shinel”] 

[10h] According to Eikhenbaum, the narrator of “The Overcoat” is “a performer, almost a comedian,” making the 

story an example of this Russian literary form that integrates dialect, slang, and oral performance into a written 

narrative. 

ANSWER: skaz 

[10e] Eikhenbaum claims that this author of “The Overcoat” determines stories not by plot, but by “some comic 

situation” that allows for the “elaboration of comic devices.” 

ANSWER: Nikolai Gogol [or Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol] 

<WW, European Literature> 

 

13. Along with law, Sadie Alexander was the first African-American woman to get a doctorate in this field. For 10 

points each: 

[10h] Black women in what field are supported by Sadie Collective, which was founded by Anna Gifty Opoku-

Agyeman and Fanta Traore (“tra-oh-RAY”)? Bucknell professor Nina Banks has researched Alexander’s impact on 

this field. 

ANSWER: economics [accept finance, accept public policy, accept data science, accept more specific answers, 

like labor economics] 

[10m] Another Black woman economist, Lisa Cook, studied the effects of mass violence and segregation laws on 

the production of these entities, whose evaluation requires a comparison with existing prior art. 

ANSWER: utility patents 

[10e] Princeton economist Ellora Derenoncourt is best-known for her work examining the movement of Black 

Americans during this mass relocation from the southeastern US to northern cities.  

ANSWER: Great Migration [or Great Northward Migration] 

<EK, Social Science> 

 

14. This musician establishes an atonal “B, E, C, A” motif with a heavily distorted guitar at the beginning of her 

minimalist composition “Woo.” For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this musician who described a “man whose heart is hollow” sitting “in an old Monte Carlo” in her 

outlaw ballad “Desperado.” Both “Woo” and “Desperado” were included on an experimental fusion album by this 

musician that was titled for being a “reaction against music at the time.” 

ANSWER: Rihanna [or Robyn Rihanna Fenty] 

[10e] That 2016 Rihanna album, ANTI, also paid tribute to this scat-like R&B genre with the soul ballad “Love on 

the Brain.” This genre, which titles a Lauryn Hill debut solo single about “That Thing,” is named for two syllables 

that background vocalists sing in lieu of instrumentation. 

ANSWER: doo-wop [accept “Doo Wop (That Thing)”; prompt on a cappella] 

[10m] The opening track of ANTI, “Consideration,” evokes this genre of electronic reggae in which recordings are 

manipulated into stripped-down “riddim” tracks. This genre was pioneered by Osbourne “King Tubby” Ruddock 

and Lee “Scratch” Perry. 

ANSWER: dub music 

<WJ, Auditory Arts> 

 

15. In some natural formations, this substance is colloquially called “mountain leather.” For 10 points each: 



[10m] Name this substance whose “white” variety became widespread in the 1870s after major deposits were 

discovered in North America. Its more hazardous “blue” variety was primarily mined in Australia and South Africa.  

ANSWER: asbestos [or white asbestos; or blue asbestos; accept chrysotile; accept crocidolite] 

[10h] Much of the British Empire’s asbestos was mined in this region, where huge chrysotile deposits were found in 

Thetford Township. The Jeffrey Mine, once the world’s largest asbestos mine, is located in this region in a town 

formerly called Asbestos. 

ANSWER: Quebec [prompt on Lower Canada] 

[10e] Demand from the local Clydeside shipyards concentrated the British asbestos industry in this manufacturing 

city. This Scottish city was known as the “Second City of the Empire” at the turn of the 20th century.  

ANSWER: Glasgow [or Glesca or Glesga or Glaschu] 

<SH, Other History> 

 

16. These vehicles name a paradox in which two of them accelerate while connected by a string. For 10 points each: 

[10e] Name this mode of transport commonly used in thought experiments in special relativity. In the twin paradox, 

one twin ages more slowly by taking a trip in one of these vehicles. 

ANSWER: spaceships [accept spacecrafts or rocketships; accept any answers that indicate a vehicle used in space 

travel; accept, but DO NOT OTHERWISE REVEAL, Bell’s spaceship paradox] 

[10m] The aforementioned spaceship paradox is named after this scientist. He also names a theorem that states that 

hidden variable theories violate locality. 

ANSWER: John Stewart Bell [accept Bell’s spaceship paradox or Bell’s theorem or Bell inequalities] 

[10h] One way to understand the twin paradox is this scientist’s “k-calculus” approach to relativity, which involves 

the Doppler shift of light pulses sent from inertial observers to moving observers. He is the alphabetically-earliest, or 

sometimes only, scientist who names a model in which an object moving through the interstellar medium gains 

mass. 

ANSWER: Hermann Bondi [accept Bondi k-calculus; accept Bondi accretion or Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton accretion 

or Bondi rate] 

<KY, Physics> 

 

17. A 2022 New York Times podcast series investigated a possible hoax that alleged a Salafist takeover of schools in 

this city. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Name this city that has labeled a “jihadi capital” by its country’s media. A 2014 book by Innes Bowen is 

partially titled for “Medina in” this city. 

ANSWER: Birmingham [accept Medina in Birmingham, Najaf in Brent] 

[10e] The supposed Salafist takeover of Birmingham schools was an “operation” named for this structure, which 

was supposedly used to move Greek troops into an eponymous city during an ancient war. 

ANSWER: Trojan Horse [accept Trojan Horse letter or Operation Trojan Horse or Trojan Horse affair or 

Trojan Horse scandal] 

[10m] British concern over terrorist attacks might be traced back to three bombings in this place on July 7, 2005, 

which inspired a book by Michael Gove. This place often uses a red roundel as a symbol. 

ANSWER: The London Underground [accept the Tube] 

<EK, CE/Geo/Other> 

 

18. This leader claimed that “our avenging climate” differentiated the Haitians from the French. For 10 points each: 

[10m] Name this Haitian leader, who leveraged yellow fever to drive out Napoleon’s armies, and later ordered the 

massacre of all French whites remaining in the country in 1804. 

ANSWER: Jean-Jacques Dessalines [accept Jacques I of Haiti; prompt on Jacques] 

[10e] Charles Cornwallis estimated that malaria rendered half of his men unable to fight in this battle, whereas the 

Continental Army was much healthier due to childhood immunities. This battle ended the American Revolution. 

ANSWER: Battle of Yorktown [or Siege of Yorktown] 



[10h] An environmental historian with this last name examined the historical impact of mosquitos on the Haitian and 

American Revolutions in his book Mosquito Empires. That man’s father with the same last name argued that 

historical change is driven by interactions between civilizations in The Rise of the West. 

ANSWER: McNeill [accept John Robert McNeill or William McNeill] 

<SL, World History> 

 

19. A volume titled for “women writing” this concept popularized an anthropologist who eschewed traditional 

fieldwork to write the novel Waterlily. For 10 points each: 

[10m] A “literary turn” in anthropology began with Clifford and Marcus’s 1986 anthology titled for “writing” what 

concept? This concept was defined as “webs of significance” in a Clifford Geertz book partly titled for it. 

ANSWER: culture [or cultures; accept The Interpretation of Cultures; accept Women Writing Culture] 

[10h] Women Writing Culture canonized that Sioux anthropologist with this surname, Ella. Her nephew of this 

surname, Vine, wrote God is Red and satirized “anthropologists and other friends” in Custer Died for Your Sins. 

ANSWER: Deloria [accept Vine Deloria Jr. or Vine Victor Deloria Jr.; accept Ella Cara Deloria] 

[10e] Ella Cara Deloria dedicated Waterlily to Ruth Benedict, who defined culture as this concept “writ large.” Early 

psychological anthropologists studied this concept, which is analyzed by the Myers–Briggs test. 

ANSWER: personality 

<JB, Social Science> 

 

20. In a novel translated as The Changelings, a man with this title has two children who are respectively assigned 

male and female at birth, but identify as the opposite gender. For 10 points each: 

[10h] Give this title or the four-word English equivalent used in translations by Royall Tyler and Edward 

Seidensticker. In that novel, a man with this title marries his daughter, Lady Aoi (“OW-ee”), to the 12-year-old 

protagonist. 

ANSWER: Minister of the Left [or Sadaijin] 

[10e] The Changelings contains many allusions to the aforementioned novel by Lady Murasaki, which is titled for 

the “tale” of this prince. 

ANSWER: Hikaru Genji [accept The Tale of Genji or Genji monogatari; accept “the shining Genji”] 

[10m] The Changelings reworks the “Appraisal of Women on a Rainy Night” scene, which is from a chapter of 

Genji titled for one of these objects. The backdrops of noh stages are painted with this type of object, which the poet 

Bashō took his pen name from. 
ANSWER: trees [accept “The Broom Tree” or pine trees or banana trees; prompt on bananas or plants] 

<JB, World Literature> 

 


